Mini LED Device's Function:

Usage:
1. Battery Charging: 3 Hours is enough, it means the full charge when indicating light is off. Full charge can be used 75 Minutes, 5 times (15 minutes/treatment)
   ※ Please make the battery charging before first usage.
2. Clean the skin with clean cream, then adjust the skin with Toner, then open the pore with warm water foam or hot gas to make sure the better absorbing of Special Beauty Gel.
3. Spread the special beauty gel on the face or necessary part by massage method.
   ※ Recommended Special Beauty Gel
4. Keep 3-5cm between LED device and Treatment Part, make the treatment (Light On) for treatment part till the device is off automatically (About 15 Minutes is off Automatically)
   ※ For different skin care, choose different LED Color.

Function:
- Removal Acne Fungus from Dermis, restrain sebaceous gland
- Removal keratin, Shrink pores, let out sebum smoothly.
- For Wrinkle/Anti-aging skin:
- No Side-effect, low cost
- 2 weeks can see the result

Functions:
- Skin Rejuvenation and mitigate wrinkles.
- Adjust skin situation and, Shrink Pores

Treatment Session:
- For Acne or Problematic Skin: 1 treatment/2-3 days
- For Wrinkle/Anti-aging skin: 1 treatment/day

Advantages:
1. For Acne or Problematic skin, no pain, no side-effect. Low Cost